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 of careful thought highly creditable to the composer J. B. (:R.rMER AND Go..
 although we can scarcely reconcile ourselves to the 4-2, Maq¢ificat and Nuqtc Dimtftis. In the key of C. Com-
 with the dissonant note rising in the upper part, in the posed by Lizzie Wheeler.
 chord before the first pause. The pianoforte accompani- THIS is a remarkable publication. Let our first remark
 ment is independent of the voices, awnd appears essential be on the seeming inconsistency of announcing with a nick-
 to the composition. name-and by no means a sweet sounding one-the author

 of a sacred composition. " Lizzie " may have an endearing
 CEAPPELL AND CO. 60und in a family circle and among familiar friends, but it

 Sctberzo; from Beethoven's String Quartett in G major, scarcely elicits the respect that should be due to one who
 Op. 18. Transcribed for the Pianoforte by Berthold Tours. writes for the Church, aiming to lead the thoughts of wor-

 TRE multiplication of pianoforte arrangements of cla6sical shippers. Let our next be on the very great merit of the
 works originally written for other instruments is one of the music, which is fresh, unrestrained, totally unconventional
 most hopeful signs of the times. Good music must be if not conspicuous for originality, and certain to please if it
 always welcome; and although but a feeble notion of the be efficiently performed. One more remark must be on its
 real beauty of a composition can be obtained by a " Trans- being the production of a lady, the rarity of the case making
 cription," as it is popularly called, it is an agreeable it remarkable * but the music having nothing in it to dis-
 reminiscence to persons who are familiar with the music, tinguish it from male authorship, even authorship of high
 and may lead those who hear it fot the first time to take an pretensions. It would have been well had the fir composer
 early opportunity of becoming acquainted with it in the paid a little more attention to verbal accent, than to set the
 form bequeathed to the world by its composer. Mr. Tours word " Saviour " with a dotted minim on the first of the
 takeshighrank amongst the many arrangers of the day, bartothesecondsyllable,or"regardad"withasyncopated
 for he not ouly understands the instrument he writes for, minim to the last syllable. There is so much modulation
 bllt treats the work he handles with becoming reverence. in both of the Canticles, that "the key of C " prevails but
 The Scherzo before us is a good specimen of careful and through a small portion of each. For the most part, the
 judicious translation, the passages lying so pleasantly under changes of key are highly effective, aald are illto ,such
 the hand as to give but little trouble to the performer. If tonalities as bear satisfactory affinity to the original- but
 well played, few persons who do not know the quartett the digression into D shortly before the ertd of the " Nunc
 would ever imagine that the piece was not composed for the Dimittis," with the lominant pedal in this key may not be
 pianoforte; and, both for practice and performance, it may comprehended in the above observation for ;t is out of
 therefore be warmly recommended to amawteurs in search of place where it occurs, and could scarceiy be appropriate
 novelty. anywhere. The major key of the supertonic is perhaps, of
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 WEEISE S AND (: O .

 Farewell. Romance pour Piano.
 The Dreaqn. Romance pour Piano.

 Par Arthur Polinski.
 IF these two pieces are put forward ag specimeng of the

 style of a new candidate for public favour he will hav
 small chance, we fear, of making himself heard in the
 crowd. " Farewells " and " Dreams " in mu8icn as in poetry,
 have been so often used as themes for authors to exercise
 their talents UpOll, th&t, unless a, writer has something new
 to say about them, the public will assuredly pass them over
 with a silence more discouraging thaen the most adverse
 criticism. To sa,y the very best that we can upon the first
 Romance, it is graceful and mild-never soaring above
 what any cultivated musician would play extempore, and
 never sinking below the standard of respectability. The
 " Dream " we like better. There is charactel in the
 figure which accompanies the theme, and the melody
 evinces a refinement of feeling which should we think
 produce higher results. Perhaps the compover is reserving
 his power, and if so we shall be glad to meet with him on &
 future occasion.

 T/le Soldier Love-. Song. Words by Lovelace. Music
 by (J. L. Coghlan.

 MR. COGHLAN has we think been somewhat fettered in
 the composition of this song by his determination to adhere
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 their opinions. The beauties of the song before us do not
 lie upon the surface, for Mr. O'Leary never writes common-
 place phrases; and the poetical feelingwhich pervades it
 therefore, unless revealed to the listeners by & sympathetic
 vocalist, will remain for ever hidden. The placid accom-
 paniment in the opening bars contrasts well with the
 agitated arpeggtos at the change of key * and an excellent
 effect is gained by the lingering OT] the minor ninth upon
 the dominant, before the voice re-enters with the origina.l
 subject. On the whole we consider this one of the most
 intellectual of its co-mprer's vocal pieces, which we find, by
 the list on the title-page, are lLOW fast lnultiplying.

 The Vsndmit7,. Song. Words by the Rev. H. W. Pullen.
 The music by C. J. :Read.

 THE danger of cornposing music to songs the words of
 which tempt you to preserve a continuous figure in the
 accompaniment, is that the instrumental part may override
 the vocal to- «ch an extent that the melody becomes a rnere
 bald succession of notes to fit in with the accompaniment.
 The best remedey for this is to test the voice part by itself
 for assuredly if it possess but small abstract interest, the
 song will have no solid worth. We do not say that Mr
 Read has altogether failed in writing an effective melody
 but his unceasing semiquavers, presumed to represent the
 action of the mill, which " goes on all day," have evidently
 prevented hi# thinking sufficiently of the due expression
 of his vocal theme. In spite of thishowever, there is much
 to admire in the song- the harmonies are natural, and the
 modulations give a life to the composition which to a certain
 eHent relieves the monotonous ef3 ect inseparable from the
 nature of the ccompanimett.

 March of the Choristers, for the Pianoforte.
 Eity's Re:?ly. Song. Woras by Alfred B. Allen.

 Composed by Alfred B. Allen.
 THE harmonies of this march are scarcely those which we

 think would be agreeable to the ears of " Choristers."
 Beginning, strangely enough, upon a 4-2, we have a
 succession of chords in the introduction which appear by
 no means suited to usher in so simple a subject as Mr. Allen
 has taken for the theme of his composition. We will not
 attempt to pass through the March alld point out what
 particular harmonies we dislike, because no doubt the com-
 poser will say that this is a mere matter of opinion * but
 the drop of two consecutive fifths between bass and treble
 in the dirst bar of page 5 (G, D-F, C), is a fact we think
 beyond dispute. The melody of the song, if not very
 oziginal, is at least pretty * and although rather too fully
 harmonized, there is little objection to be made to the
 accompaniment. We should however advise Mr. Allen not
 to be his own poet in future songs.

 TAwe Distaelt Sea. Four-part Song. Written by Philip
 i?. Aldred. Composed by Gabriel Davis.

 57EE themelof this song is simple and melodious, and the
 voice-parts written throughout with an ease which shows
 ar C>Yoriorefoz hanZ rrhP hf.rntrnina nVinr>n £1.n n.malint.
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 modulations give a life to the composition which to a certain
 eHent relieves the monotonous ef3 ect inseparable from the
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 a11 keys, the least desirable, into which the plan of a piece
 can proceed, and its ill effect here is proof sllfficient of its
 undesirability. The setting of the Doxology is the same in
 the two compositions, forming a link to unite them into
 one, with the same good effect that the device elsewhere
 produces.. Our final remark must be that we look with
 pleasure for more music from the same hand.

 La FOntAiB6. Morceau de Salon pollr Piano.
 L'EtOilC SROuge Polka brillante, pour le Piano.
 Le BOB Betoz4r. Caprice Caracteristique pour le Piano.

 Par M. Lafuente
 TH]3 first of these pieces is decidedly the most " charac-

 ter;stic " of the three, although the last is the only one so
 termed by the composer. The light groups of demisemi-
 quavers which form a marked feature in the composition
 arld are presumed to represent the aquatic element, are
 effective, althoTlgh we can hardly reconcile ourselves to the
 fifths between bass and treble (G, D,-A, E) in the third
 bar of page 3. The principal therne is rather tame, n7hen
 first given out; and we do not admire the break in the
 demisemiquaver passages in the last few bars * lDut pianists
 with a light finger will have ample opportunity for the
 display of their touch in the course of the piece, and the
 subject is sufficiently graceful to command attention.
 " L'Etoile Rouffle " is a spirited Polka, but scarcely lnore
 hrilliant than the hundreds with which we are alre&dy
 familiar. " Le Bon Retour " is merely a theme with
 sariation>, none of which will severely tas: the powers of
 the performer. Surely it is time that some individuality
 should be stamped upon the works which are submittecl for
 reviem7; pieces nlerely cut to the modern pattern may
 satisfy the majority of the music-buying public, but when
 they are sent for critical judgment what new set of words
 can be invented to describe their negative virtues ?

 The Songs of Wcbles. With accompaniments for the
 Piano or Harp. 3£ dited by John Thom as . Part 2.

 THAT Welsh musin has latterly engaged a large portion
 of public attention is in a great measure owing to the
 zealolls and patriotic e2rertions of Mr. John Thomas and
 Mr. Brinlcy Richards, both of whom have thrown their
 heart into the movement, and being artists of the highest
 standing, practically demonstrated the excessive beauty of
 the melodies, which are as truly national and as dear to the
 natives of the Principality as are the traditional tunes of
 any other part of the world. The work before us is issued
 xnonthly, and will be completed in about twelve parts. It
 1S announced as a re-publication of the collections of the late
 ffohn Parry and George Thomson, with the addition of
 other melodies which have not hitherto appeared in a
 vocal form. In some cases the same air is given with
 different rords and accompaniments, and an interesting
 feature in t-he publication is the addition of historical notes
 in connection with the songs. Under the careflll super-
 vision of Mr. John Thomas, it is almost unnecessary to say
 that the music is most accurately printed; and to all lovers
 of the songs of Wales we cannot too cordially commencl a
 s-ork which is evidently a labour of love to its editor.

 AUGENEBW AND GO.

 "Nof unfo us, O I,ord, œot unto z/,s." An Anthem for
 Four Voices. By Richard Payne.

 THIS Anthem is melodious, and for the most part vocal
 hut in one place at least it demands extraordinary coznpass
 in the basses, where it goes to Dt below the staff. Its
 variety consists more in chauge of key than change of
 matter. It has some good contrasts of picl,no and forte by
 which, quite as much as by other means, it svill make a
 plea8ing effect. It merits and is likely to obtain a certain
 kind of popularity; amd it says something for the progress
 of mtRSic in the Congregational Church that such a piece
 should be written for its use by one of its orgaWnists.

 JEFFERYS AND CO.

 On beds of enow (Ellen's Tear). Poetry by Thomas Mre.
 Sleeptezg Flozcers. Written by Rea,.

 Composed by iBerthold Tours.

 MR. Touas has thoroughly sustained his reputation as a
 vocal writer in both these songs. Moore's words are set
 xvith a sympathetic feeling which fully justifies the composer
 in selecting the verses of a true poet. The commencement
 ln a minor, iS well contra6ted with the themes in the
 dominant and tonic lllajor, the triplet aecompaniment? on
 the return to the original time, being especially efiective
 " Sleeping Flowers " is perhaps even more popular in
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 character. The words are coloured throughout with remark-
 able fidelity, and the melody cannot fail to win its way with
 the most impassive listeners. As in all Mr. Tours's com-
 positions, the accompaniment is an integral portion of the
 song and charlges its character with the alteration of feeling
 in the poetry as truly as the voice part itself. Singers w
 desire something really good as well as really new, should
 at orlce possess themselves of these two charming songs.

 LA)rBORN CO£R.
 Solzatina. For the Pianoforte. Composed b;y Musi3

 Glemen$i. Edited by H. C. Lunn.
 AMONGST the many Sonatinas of Clementi, all of which

 are so admirably adepted for teaching, this one in E fat
 containing only two movements is unquestionably the mostl
 popular. The first movenlent is a stream of melody
 throughout, and the Presto subject of the Rondo is so light
 and playful as to ensure a warm welcome wherever it is
 played. For prsetice, too, it is excellent, for it shadows
 forth the form of the more elaborate classical works in 60
 attractive a manner as to make the study of it a pleasure
 even to youxIg performers. We trust that its re-publication
 will lead to a more gzeneral knowledge of a composition
 which, although called a " Sonatirxa," is by no means
 diminutive in inventive or constructive power.

 G)aezd ChorcrE llIarch. From iE3eethoven's " Ruinz of
 Athens." Arranged for two performers on the Pianoforte.
 By Arthur O'Leary.

 TZE recent peI forznances of Beethoven's music to the
 " Ruins of Athens " has brought this beautiful March some-
 what prominently into notice- and amateurs who desire to
 possess a four-handed arrangement of it will do well to
 procure this exc^ellerlt transciiption from the score by
 O Leary: it will be found highly effective, and by no mexLs
 dlfficult to play.

 Wagrzer's " Lohengrzn." For the Pianoforte. By Fraa-
 cesco Berger.

 WAGNER'S Operas, as a rule, offer but small attraction to
 Fantasia writers, for so little do they abound in set melodies
 that it is difficult to lay hold of any portion of a scene which
 can be m&de effective in a pianoforte transcription. Con
 sidering this drawback, however, we think that Mr. Berger
 has been fairly successful. To those who are acquainted
 with the opera, of course such a presentation of some of the
 principal sul)jects will not prove very attractive * but the
 Fantasia may be the mearls of spreading some knowledge of
 Wagner's music amongst amateurs, aIld for this purpose it
 may be recommended.

 SweetesX Saviolbr. Dizlogue. The Words by the Ret
 George Herbert, A.D., 1630. The Music by a. A. Macironex

 MISAS MACIRONE always writes well, and both in her piane-
 forte and vocal music evinces an earnest appreciation of the
 highest forms of art which muat ever ensure her a welcome
 v7ith a cultivated audience. The composition before us is
 truly sacred, and treated throughout with a refinement
 which lifts it far above the manufactured religious songs of
 the day. The theme is in the purest sympathy with the
 nTords, and the accompaniment is appropriate and free
 from any obtrusive display of learnilzg. As the title page
 expresses that this is No. 1 of a series called " Sunday Songs,"
 we may reasonably hope that amateurs will be provided by
 Miss Macirone with a number of sacred vocal pieces of a
 rn ore elevated ch aracter than they have hitherto been aec-
 customed to exercise their talents upon.
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 sidering this drawback, however, we think that Mr. Berger
 has been fairly successful. To those who are acquainted
 with the opera, of course such a presentation of some of the
 principal sul)jects will not prove very attractive * but the
 Fantasia may be the mearls of spreading some knowledge of
 Wagner's music amongst amateurs, aIld for this purpose it
 may be recommended.

 SweetesX Saviolbr. Dizlogue. The Words by the Ret
 George Herbert, A.D., 1630. The Music by a. A. Macironex

 MISAS MACIRONE always writes well, and both in her piane-
 forte and vocal music evinces an earnest appreciation of the
 highest forms of art which muat ever ensure her a welcome
 v7ith a cultivated audience. The composition before us is
 truly sacred, and treated throughout with a refinement
 which lifts it far above the manufactured religious songs of
 the day. The theme is in the purest sympathy with the
 nTords, and the accompaniment is appropriate and free
 from any obtrusive display of learnilzg. As the title page
 expresses that this is No. 1 of a series called " Sunday Songs,"
 we may reasonably hope that amateurs will be provided by
 Miss Macirone with a number of sacred vocal pieces of a
 rn ore elevated ch aracter than they have hitherto been aec-
 customed to exercise their talents upon.

 character. The words are coloured throughout with remark-
 able fidelity, and the melody cannot fail to win its way with
 the most impassive listeners. As in all Mr. Tours's com-
 positions, the accompaniment is an integral portion of the
 song and charlges its character with the alteration of feeling
 in the poetry as truly as the voice part itself. Singers w
 desire something really good as well as really new, should
 at orlce possess themselves of these two charming songs.

 LA)rBORN CO£R.
 Solzatina. For the Pianoforte. Composed b;y Musi3

 Glemen$i. Edited by H. C. Lunn.
 AMONGST the many Sonatinas of Clementi, all of which

 are so admirably adepted for teaching, this one in E fat
 containing only two movements is unquestionably the mostl
 popular. The first movenlent is a stream of melody
 throughout, and the Presto subject of the Rondo is so light
 and playful as to ensure a warm welcome wherever it is
 played. For prsetice, too, it is excellent, for it shadows
 forth the form of the more elaborate classical works in 60
 attractive a manner as to make the study of it a pleasure
 even to youxIg performers. We trust that its re-publication
 will lead to a more gzeneral knowledge of a composition
 which, although called a " Sonatirxa," is by no means
 diminutive in inventive or constructive power.
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 IN THE QUEEN'S BENCH.-WESTWIINSTER SESSIONS HOUYSE,
 ZISt FlD1l6, I873.

 LITTLETON V. GOUNOD.

 Before Mr. Justice DENMAN and a SPECIAL JURY.

 Counsel for the Plaintiff, Mr. Serjeant BALLANTID;E, Mr. MURPIfY
 and Mr. E. S. ROSCOE.

 Counsel for the Defendant, Mr. DIGBY SEYMOUR, Q.C., Mr. BRAMDY
 and MR. J BOWEN MAY, JUN.

 (Trawtsc7-ipt fro7t; AIessrs. MIartezt asscl AIeretlith's Showths;£ Notes.}

 Mr. ROSCOE opened the pleadings.
 Mr. Serjeant BALLANTINE: May it please your Lordship, (;en-

 tlemen of the Jury, I re,ffret very unfeignedly having the duty cast
 upon me of stating this case and conducting it against the defendant.
 I cannot help thinking that it is extremely ill-advisSed on his part to
 appear here at all, and also I think that before this case is ended he
 will join in the regret that I have expressed that it has ever been
 brought into Court. As far, honvever, as those xvhom I represent are
 concerned, I think you vsill agree *vith me that there was an absolute
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